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Lightweight, easy-to-use e-mail attachment manager.
Auto Zip Attachments will zip all your attachments

automatically, instead of you doing it by hand.
What's new in this version: ￭ Bugfix: Some

localization issues fixed. ￭ Thunderbird 1.5 - 2.0b2:
Is now a requirement. What's new in this version: ￭
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New Options: o Zip with Password. o Choose
compression ratio. o AutoZip: When enabled,
zipping will occur after pressing the send/save

button. ￭ Group Files: All in the same file, each file
alone, or files with the same extension together. o
Renaming of attachments. o Quick access via right
mouse context menu. o Initial German translations

added. Bugfixes: ￭ Bug#15582843: The smart
parameters were not being used. Now they will be. ￭

Bug#15582844: Compression ratio was not
calculated correctly if the archive name was not

specified. Now it will. ￭ Bug#15582845: The list of
enabled compression ratios was not being saved.

Now it is. Thank you, Mitko Borovac. Jill Adeline,
Mon, 25 Oct 2007 11:48:11 -0700 I can't stand it

when software packages do not get updated anymore.
The latest version of Thunderbird is 2.0.0b2, and the
latest version of Auto Zip Attachments is 1.2.2. The
current version is 1.4.4 and will expire in three days.

I had to update the plugin to get it working in the
latest version of Thunderbird. I also had to update

Auto Zip Attachments to get it working. Both
packages are really outdated. I think that if we had
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software development projects for every little piece
of software, we would have a lot less problems with
software projects. If you feel that is a bad idea, you
should get together with other software developers

and try to find ways to integrate your projects
together. I am not a lawyer, so I would not be

surprised if I get in trouble with this comment, but
you should know better than to force your changes
on users that don't want them. It is like sending out

un-checked cars. Someone might get hurt. I
recommend all software developers to get together,

ask the users
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Auto Zip Attachments For Thunderbird

What's New In?

Once installed, the extension activates automatically
upon startup of Thunderbird. SUPPORTS
TONBOID HAS CHANGES Bug fixes, Auto Zip
Attachments and Support for Thunderbird 2.0b2 and
later This is the first release of Auto Zip
Attachments. It has been tested with Thunderbird 1.5
- 2.0b2. Here is some info about changes with
Thunderbird 2.0b2, released: The compose toolbar
contains a new button named "AutoZip". It contains
options similar to the buttons that are available at the
end of the toolbar. This is the same toolbar that
appears at the bottom of the toolbar when the
SmartZip is enabled. When pressing the Send button,
a zipped file containing all the compressed files is
created in a temp folder. When pressing the Save
button the original files are replaced by the zipped
file. While zipping in version 1.3 I had problems
when the Thunderbird has been closed while zipping
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was in progress. I have fixed this bug and added a
new option: "Quick access via right mouse context
menu". Auto Zip Attachments comes with some
sample settings for you to customize the behavior.
The two main options are: "SmartZip" and "Group
files". For more info about the extension, please visit
my website at If you like Auto Zip Attachments and
need to contact me, you can send a mail to
gladiang@emug.org Thanks, Gladiang Good work!
Great that you extended the update feature from the
Thunderbird release to Thunderbird development.
And a good choice for the web page. Some feedback:
A big improvement is the ability to compress
multiple files to one zip file. This is a big change in
comparison to previous versions. I was pretty
surprised how quickly you have done this change and
updated the previous versions. Great work! I've been
using it on the beta of Thunderbird 2.0b2 for some
weeks now and it's great! Just a couple of things. -
The best way to use this is by putting the "toolbar
buttons" into your custom toolbar by right clicking
on the Thunderbird toolbar and clicking on
"Customize...". - If you right click on an attachment
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in the folder list, and select "quick access via right
mouse context menu", the button changes to the
infobar and the icon changes to the new icon for the
selected file. - I noticed that the "quick access via
right mouse context menu" option is now global. I
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows 8.1 or later Linux Ubuntu
16.04+ SteamOS+ OS X 10.9+ Minimum CPU: Intel
Pentium G850 AMD Phenom II X4 3 GHz or better
Memory: 1 GB RAM 16 GB available disk space
Graphics: Intel HD 4000 or equivalent NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 460 (2 GB or greater) NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 760 (2 GB or greater) DirectX:
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